Complex Multiplication (CM) method is a frequently used method for the generation of prime order elliptic curves (ECs) over a prime field F p . The most demanding and complex step of this method is the computation of the roots of a special type of class polynomials, called Hilbert polynomials. These polynonials are uniquely determined by the CM discriminant D. The disadvantage of these polynomials is that they have huge coefficients and thus they need high precision arithmetic for their construction. Alternatively, Weber polynomials can be used in the CM method. These polynomials have much smaller coefficients and their roots can be easily transformed to the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. However, in the case of prime order elliptic curves, the degree of Weber polynomials is three times larger than the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials and for this reason the calculation of their roots involves computations in the extension field F p 3 . Recently, two other classes of polynomials, denoted by M D,l (x) and M D,p1,p2 (x) respectively, were introduced which can also be used in the generation of prime order elliptic curves. The advantage of these polynomials is that their degree is equal to the degree of the Hilbert polynomials and thus computations over the extension field can be avoided.
Introduction
The generation of cryptographically secure elliptic curves over prime fields is one of the most fundamental and complex problems in elliptic curve cryptography. An elliptic curve (EC) is cryptographically secure if its use in a cryptosystem guarantees robustness against all (currently) known attacks (e.g. [16, 27, 36, 40] ). All these attacks can be avoided if the order of the EC possesses certain properties. An equally important alternative to cryptographic robustness (see e.g., [41] ) requires that the order of the generated EC is a prime number. Moreover, in certain applications it is necessary that the order of the EC is prime [7] .
The most commonly used methods for the generation of ECs over prime fields are the Complex Multiplication (CM) method [1, 26, 28] and the point counting method [43] . In this paper we follow the first approach and study the use of the CM method for generating ECs of prime order in F p . Briefly, the CM method takes as input the order p of the prime field and determines a parameter D called the CM discriminant and the order m of the EC. If the order m satisfies the desired properties (e.g. is a prime number) then a class polynomial is computed using the discriminant D and the parameters of the EC are constructed from a root modulo p of this polynomial. The most complex and demanding step of the CM method is the computation of the class polynomial. The original version of the method requires the construction of a Hilbert polynomial whose roots can be used directly for the construction of the EC parameters. The use of any other class polynomial necessitates the existence of a transformation that will convert the roots of this polynomial to the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial. Class polynomials are constructed with input the discriminant D and by the term "corresponding polynomial" we mean the polynomial that is constructed with the same D. The disadvantage of Hilbert polynomials is that their coefficients grow very large as the value of discriminant increases and thus their construction requires high precision arithmetic and can be very inefficient even for moderate values of D.
To overcome these shortcomings of Hilbert polynomials, two alternatives have been proposed for the case of prime order ECs: either to compute them off-line in powerful machines, and store them for subsequent use (see e.g., [41] ), or to use alternative class polynomials for certain values of D (see e.g., [23] ) and produce the required Hilbert roots from them. The first approach however requires storing and handling several Hilbert polynomials with huge coefficients and this can induce problems especially in devices with limited resources. These problems are addressed by the second approach.
Weber or M D,l (x) polynomials were used in the literature for the generation of prime order elliptic curves [23] . Both types of polynomials have much smaller coefficients than the coefficients of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials and their use can considerably improve the efficiency of the whole CM method. More preciselly the logarithmic height of the coefficients of the Weber and M D,l (x) polynomials is smaller by a constant factor than the corresponding logarithmic height of the Hilbert polynomials. Weber polynomials can be computed faster than M D,l (x) polynomials [12] . However, finding their roots requires computations in the extension field F p 3 which makes the whole process more complicated. The reason is that in the case of prime order ECs the discriminant D must be congruent to 3 mod 8 and these values give rise to Weber polynomials with degree three times larger than the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. Thus, one must find a root of the Weber polynomial in the extension field F p 3 and then trasform it to a root of the Hilbert polynomial in F p . The use of M D,l (x) polynomials tackles this difficulty as their degree is equal to the degree of the Hilbert polynomials. Furthermore, the use of Weber polynomials requires the storage of three times more coefficients and the memory needed for this purpose can be larger than the corresponding memory required for the storage of the M D,l (x) polynomials.
In [14] the construction of another class of polynomials was proposed. We will denote these polynomials as M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) because their construction is based on two prime numbers p 1 and p 2 . The degree of these polynomials is equal to the degree of the Hilbert polynomials and this is a considerable advantage against Weber polynomials. Compared to the Weber polynomials, M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials have larger coefficients for all values of p 1 and p 2 , except for p 1 = 3, p 2 = 13 and p 1 = 5, p 2 = 7. Moreover, the modular equations which are used for the transformation of a root of M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials to a root of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials have degree at least 2 in the root of Hilbert polynomial (which makes the computations more "heavy") and their coefficients are quite large (which makes their use less efficient).
In conclusion, the type of polynomial that one should use depends on the particular application and the value of D. It is clear that finding a class of polynomials which can be constructed more efficiently than all previously mentioned polynomials, have degree equal to the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials and have a modular equation with degree 1 in the root of Hilbert polynomials, will considerably improve the performance of the CM method for the generation of prime order elliptic curves and will outweigh all previously used polynomials in every aspect (e.g. precision requirements, storage memory, time efficiency).
Prime order ECs defined in various fields were also treated in [3, 8] . In the first, the authors used the CM method with Hilbert polynomials [3] for the generation of prime order ECs over extension fields, while in the second the authors proposed a very efficient variant of the CM method for the construction of prime order ECs over prime fields [8] . Furthermore, a number of works appeared that compare variants of the CM method and also present experimental results concerning the construction efficiency, such as the work of Müller and Paulus [33] , as well as the theses of Weng [48] and Baier [4] .
Our contribution Srinivasa Ramanujan (1887-1920) defined on his third notebook, pages 392 and 393 in the pagination of [37, vol. 2] , the values of five class polynomials for five different values of the discriminant D. The simplicity and the small coefficients of these polynomials was remarkable. In 1999 Bruce C. Berndt and Heng Huat Chan [5] proved that if D is squarefree and D ≡ 11 mod 24 then the roots of these five polynomials are real units and can generate the Hilbert class field. Moreover, they asked for an efficient way of computing these polynomials for every discriminant D (and not only for the five values computed by Ramanujan). In the rest of the paper, we will call them Ramanujan polynomials.
Interpreting the theorem of Berndt and Chan (that the roots of the Ramanujan polynomials can generate the Hilbert class field for values D ≡ 11 mod 24), we see that Ramanujan polynomials can be used in the CM method as the aforementioned theorem proves that there is a transformation of their roots to the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. In addition, as D ≡ 11 mod 24 ≡ 3 mod 8, Ramanujan polynomials can be used in the generation of prime order ECs.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we introduce for the first time the use of Ramanujan polynomials in the CM method by providing an efficient algorithm for their construction for all values of the discriminant. The theory behind this construction is based on Shimura Reciprocity Law [17, 18] and all the mathematical proofs behind it are presented in [24] . However, in the context of this paper we present a considerably simplified version of the method described in [24] which can be equally used either by a mathematician or a practitioner with no background in algebraic number theory and algorithmic class field theory.
Secondly, we observe that Ramanujan polynomials have the same degree with their corresponding Hilbert polynomials and hence have roots in F p . In addition, we provide the necessary transformation of a Ramanujan polynomial's root to a root of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial and thus give all the information that a practioner needs in order to use the new class of polynomials in the CM method.
Finally, we perform a comparative theoretical and experimental study regarding the efficiency of the CM method using the aforementioned Weber, M D,l (x) and M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials against the new class of polynomials. We show that Ramanujan polynomials are by far the best choice when CM method is used for the generation of prime order elliptic curves because their degree is equal to the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials and their construction is more efficient than the construction of all previously used polynomials. We show that the logarithmic height of the coefficients of the Ramanujan polynomials is asymptotically 36 times smaller than the logarithmic height of the Hilbert polynomials and this allows us to show that the precision requirements for the construction of Ramanujan polynomials can be from 22% to 66% smaller than the precision requirements of all other class polynomials.
In literature the "efficiency" of a class invariant (a root of a class polynomial) is measured by the asymptotic ratio of the logarithmic height of a root of the Hilbert polynomial to a root of the class polynomial in question. The best known class invariant is the one used for the construction of Weber polynomials with D ≡ 0 (mod 3) and D ≡ 3, 7 (mod 8). The roots of these Weber polynomials have logarithmic height that is asymptotically 72 times smaller than the logarithmic height of the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. However, in practice we are not interested in the logarithmic height of the roots but in the logarithmic height of the polynomials, since the latter measures the precision required for the construction of the polynomials. In this paper we will show that these two heights coincide only if the class polynomial has degree equal to the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial. For the construction of prime order elliptic curves, Weber class polynomials have degree 3 times larger than the degree of the Hilbert polynomials. We will show that in this case the logarithmic height of the Weber polynomials is asymptotically 24=72/3 times less than the logarithmic height of Hilbert polynomials and not 72. Thus, even though the height of Weber polynomials' roots is smaller than the height of the roots of Ramanujan's class polynomials, the precision requirements for the construction of the latter are smaller.
Ramanujan polynomials can also be used in the generation of special curves, such as MNT curves [29, 30, 44] and in the generation of ECs that do not necessarily have prime order [1, 26] . It is interesting to note here that in the latter case, as our experiments indicated, Ramanujan polynomials outweigh Weber polynomials for all values of the discriminant D ≡ 7 mod 8. Moreover, problems such as primality testing/proving [1] and the representability of primes by quadratic forms [11] can be considerably improved with the use of Ramanujan polynomials. This makes our analysis for these polynomials even more useful.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some basic definitions and facts about ECs and the CM method. In Section 3 we review properties of Hilbert, Weber, M D,l (x) and M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials with D ≡ 3 mod 8 and in Section 4 we elaborate on the construction of Ramanujan polynomials describing in an explicit way how they can be used in the CM method. In Section 5 we provide theoretical estimations for the precision requirements of all previously mentioned polynomials and in Section 6 we present our experimental results.
A Brief Overview of Elliptic Curve Theory and Complex Multiplication
In this section we give a brief introduction to elliptic curve theory and to the Complex Multiplication method for generating prime order elliptic curves. Our aim is to facilitate the reading of the sections that follow.
Preliminaries of Elliptic Curve Theory
An elliptic curve over a finite field F p , p a prime larger than 3, is denoted by E(F p ) and it is comprised of all the points (x, y) ∈ F p (in affine coordinates) such that
with a, b ∈ F p satisfying 4a 3 + 27b 2 = 0. These points, together with a special point denoted by O (the point at infinity) and a properly defined addition operation form an Abelian group. This is the Elliptic Curve group and the point O is its zero element (see [2, 6, 45] for more details on this group). The order, denoted by m, is the number of points that belong in E(F p ). The difference between m and p is measured by the so-called Frobenius trace t = p + 1 − m for which Hasse's theorem (see e.g., [6] 
This is an important inequality that provides lower and upper bounds on the number of points in an EC group. The order of an element P ∈ E(F p ) is defined as the smallest positive integer n such that nP = O. Langrange's theorem implies that the order of a point P ∈ E(F p ) divides the order m of the group E(F p ). Thus, mP = O for any P ∈ E(F p ) and, consequently, the order of a point is always less than or equal to the order of the elliptic curve.
Among the most important quantities defined for an elliptic curve E(F p ) are the curve discriminant ∆ and the j-invariant. These two quantities are given by the equations ∆ = −16(4a 3 + 27b 2 ) and j = −1728(4a) 3 /∆. Given a j-invariant j 0 ∈ F p (with j 0 = 0, 1728) two ECs can be constructed. If k = j 0 /(1728 − j 0 ) mod p, one of these curves is given by Eq. (1) by setting a = 3k mod p and b = 2k mod p. The second curve (the twist of the first) is given by the equation y 2 = x 3 + ac 2 x + bc 3 with c any quadratic non-residue of F p . If m 1 and m 2 denote the orders of an elliptic curve and its twist respectively, then m 1 + m 2 = 2p + 2 which implies that if one of the curves has order p + 1 − t, then its twist has order p + 1 + t, or vice versa (see [6, Lemma VIII.3] ).
The Complex Multiplication Method
As stated in the previous section, given a j-invariant one may readily construct an EC. Finding a suitable j-invariant for a curve that has a given order m can be accomplished through the theory of Complex Multiplication (CM) of elliptic curves over the rationals. This method is called the CM method and in what follows we will give a brief account of it. By Hasse's theorem, Z = 4p − (p + 1 − m) 2 must be positive and, thus, there is a unique factorization Z = Dv 2 , with D a square free positive integer. Therefore
for some integer u that satisfies the equation
The negative parameter −D is called a CM discriminant for the prime p. For convenience throughout the paper, we will use (the positive integer) D to refer to the CM discriminant. The CM method uses D to determine a j-invariant. This j-invariant in turn, will lead to the construction of an EC of order p + 1 − u or p + 1 + u. The CM method works as follows. Given a prime p, the smallest D is chosen for which there exists some integer u for which Eq. (2) holds. If neither of the possible orders p + 1 − u and p + 1 + u is suitable for our purposes, the process is repeated with a new D. If at least one of these orders is suitable, then the method proceeds with the construction of the Hilbert polynomial (uniquely defined by D) and the determination of its roots modulo p. Any root of the Hilbert polynomial can be used as a j-invariant. From this root the corresponding EC and its twist can be constructed as described in Section 2.1. In order to find which one of the curves has the desired suitable order (m = p + 1 − u or m = p + 1 + u), Langrange's theorem can be used as follows: we repeatedly choose points P at random in each EC until a point is found in one of the curves for which mP = O. This implies that the curve we seek is the other one. Recently, different methods have been proposed for choosing efficiently the correct elliptic curve in CM method [34, 38] .
The most demanding step of the CM method is the construction of the Hilbert polynomial, as it requires high precision floating point and complex arithmetic. As the value of the discriminant D increases, the coefficients of the polynomials grow extremely large and their computation becomes more inefficient. In [4, 25] , a variant of the CM method was proposed to avoid this problem. This variant starts with a discriminant D and a specific prime p chosen at random, or from a set of prescribed primes. It then computes u and v using Cornacchia's algorithm [10] to solve Eq. (2), and requires that the resulting EC order m is suitable (cf. Section 2.1). Using this variant, the user can choose the value of the discriminant he wishes (and thus avoid very large values which was not possible in the original version of the CM method) or he can construct the Hilbert polynomials in a preprocessing phase and store them for later use. In this way, the burden of their costly computation can be avoided during the execution of the CM method. A similar variant was proposed in [41] for the construction of prime order ECs.
We now turn to the generation of prime order ECs. If m should be a prime number, then it is obvious that u should be odd. It is also easy to show that D should be congruent to 3 mod 8 and v should be odd, too. In this paper, we follow the variant of the CM method proposed in [4, 25] for the construction of prime order elliptic curves. Thus, we start with a CM discriminant D ≡ 3 mod 8 for the computation of the Hilbert polynomial, and then generate at random, or select from a pool of precomputed good primes (e.g., Mersenne primes), a prime p and compute odd integers u, v such that 4p = u 2 + Dv 2 . Those odd integers u, v can be computed with four different ways, which are outlined in [23] . Once we have found primes p and m which satisfy Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we can proceed with the next steps, which are similar to those of the original CM method.
If we could find a way to compute the roots of the Hilbert polynomials directly, it is clear that it wouldn't be necessary to construct the polynomials (since only their roots are needed in the CM method). Indeed, there are polynomials (known as class polynomials) [12, 13, 22, 42] with much smaller coefficients, which can be constructed much more efficiently than Hilbert polynomials and their roots can be transformed to the roots of the Hilbert polynomials. Thus, we can replace the Hilbert polynomials in the CM method with another class of polynomials given that their roots can be transformed to the roots of the Hilbert polynomials. In the following section we will briefly review the definition of these polynomials along with another class of polynomials defined in [14] (denoted as M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x)) and show how they can be used in the CM method, while in Section 4 we will propose the use of Ramanujan class polynomials.
Class Polynomials
In this section we define Hilbert, Weber, M D,l (x) and M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials for discriminant values D ≡ 3 mod 8 and briefly discuss their use in the CM method. The interested reader is referred to [14, 23] for proofs and details not given here.
Hilbert Polynomials
Every CM discriminant D defines a unique Hilbert polynomial, denoted by H D (x). Given a positive D, the Hilbert polynomial
for values of τ satisfying τ = (−β + √ −D)/2α, for all integers α, β, and γ such that (i) . It can be shown [11] that Hilbert polynomials with degree h have h roots modulo p when they are used in the CM method.
Weber Polynomials
The Weber polynomial 
For these cases of the discriminant (D ≡ 3 mod 8), the Weber polynomial W D (x) has degree three times larger than the degree of its corresponding Hilbert polynomial H D (x). In [23] it is shown that the Weber polynomial has roots in the extension field F p 3 . Thus, in order to use Weber polynomials in the CM method we must find at least one of their roots in the extension field F p 3 . The idea is that we replace Hilbert polynomials with Weber polynomials and then try to compute a root of the Hilbert polynomial from a root of its corresponding Weber polynomial. To compute the desired Hilbert root, we proceed in three stages. First, we construct the corresponding Weber polynomial. Second, we compute its roots in F p 3 . Finally, we transform the Weber roots to the desired Hilbert roots in F p using a modular equation Φ W (x, j) = 0. In particular, if x is a root of Weber polynomial and j is a root of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial, then if D ≡ 0 (mod 3) and
if D ≡ 0 (mod 3). To compute a root of W D (x) in F p 3 , we have to find an irreducible factor (modulo p) of degree 3 of the polynomial. This can be achieved using Algorithm 3.4.6 from [9] . The irreducible factor has 3 roots in F p 3 from which it suffices to choose one, in order to accomplish the third stage. Details on the use of Weber polynomials in the construction of prime order elliptic curves can be found in [23] .
M D,l (x) Polynomials
Even though Weber polynomials have much smaller coefficients than Hilbert polynomials and can be computed very efficiently, the fact that their degree for D ≡ 3 mod 8 is three times larger than the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials can be a potential problem, because it involves computations in extension fields. Moreover, the computation of a cubic factor modulo p in a polynomial with degree 3h is more time consuming than the computation of a single root modulo p of a polynomial with degree h.
To alleviate these problems, the use of a relatively new class of polynomials was proposed referred as the M D,l (x) polynomials. These polynomials have degree h like Hilbert polynomials and thus they have roots modulo p. They are constructed from a family of η-products: m l (z) = η(z/l) η(z) [32] for an integer l ∈ {3, 5, 7, 13}. The polynomials are obtained from this family by evaluating their value at a suitably chosen system of quadratic forms. Once a polynomial is computed, we can use a modular equation Φ l (x, j) = 0 (see Table 1 ), in order to compute a root j modulo p of the Hilbert polynomial from a root x modulo p of the M D,l (x) polynomial.
M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) Polynomials
In authors of [14] proposed the use of another class of polynomials. Like M D,l (x) polynomials, these polynomials are constructed using a family of η-products:
We will refer to the minimal polynomials of these products as M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) where D is the discriminant used for their construction. The only restriction posed on the discriminant is that 
where
for all representatives S = {(A i , B i , C i )} 1≤i≤h of the reduced primitive quadratic forms of a discriminant −D derived from a (p 1 p 2 )-system [42] .
Once a polynomial is computed, we can use the modular equations Φ p 1 ,p 2 (x, j) = 0, in order to compute a root j modulo p of the Hilbert polynomial from a root x modulo p of the M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomial. However, a disadvantage of M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials is that the corresponding modular polynomials Φ p 1 ,p 2 (x, j) have degree at least 2 in j (which makes the computations more "heavy") and their coefficients are quite large (which makes their use less efficient) 1 . The only modular polynomials that have degree 2 in j are Φ 3,13 (x, j) and Φ 5,7 (x, j). In addition, M D,3,13 (x) and M D,5,7 (x) polynomials are constructed more efficiently than other polynomials of the double eta family [12] . Thus, we only used these polynomials in our experiments.
Ramanujan Polynomials
In this section, we define a new class of polynomials which can be used in the CM method for the generation of prime order ECs. We elaborate on their construction and provide the necessary transformations of their roots to the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials.
Construction of Polynomials
Srinivasa Ramanujan (1887-1920) defined on his third notebook, pages 392 and 393 in the pagination of [37, vol. 2 ] the values
where x − 1 35
In [5] Bruce C. Berndt and Heng Huat Chan proved that these polynomials indeed have roots the Ramanujan values t D . The method they used could not be applied for higher values of D and they asked for an efficient way of computing the polynomials T D for every D. They also proved that if D ∈ N is squarefree so that D ≡ 11 mod 24 then t D is a real unit generating the Hilbert class field. This actually means that the polynomials T D can be used in the CM method because their roots can be transformed to the roots of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. In addition, the remarkably small coefficients of these polynomials are a clear indication that their use in the CM method can be especially favoured.
In this paper we will elaborate on the construction of these polynomials, which we will call Ramanujan polynomials and we will provide an efficient algorithm for their computation for every discriminant D ≡ 11 mod 24. The theory behind this construction is based on Shimura Reciprocity Law [17, 18] . For the interested reader all mathematical proofs can be found in [24] . However, in the rest of the section we will present a considerably simplified version of the method in [24] .
. The value k is equal to 9 det(L 2 ) − 8 det(L 3 ) where det(L 2 ) and det(L 3 ) are the determinants of the following matrices L n for n = 2 or 3 respectively:
The values a 2i with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are the elements of the third row of a 6 × 6 matrix A. Before describing the construction of A we need to define the following two matrices: 
Using S 0 and S 1 we can compute four new matrices 
and
if n | α and n | γ for n = 2, 3 and N (2) = 8,N (3) = 9.
It is easy to see that every row in the matrix A has only one non zero element. Thus, only one value a 2i is not equal to zero and the computation of every value t(τ ) requires the evaluation of only one value R i (τ ).
Transformation of the Roots
In order to use Ramanujan polyomials in the CM method, we must prove that they have roots modulo p and then find a transformation of their roots modulo p to the roots modulo p of the corresponding Hilbert polynomials. The following theorem proves that a Ramanujan polynomial with degree h has exactly h roots modulo p under certain conditions (which are satisfied in the CM method): Proof. Let H K be the Hilbert class field of the imaginary quadratic field K = Q( √ −D), and let O H K and O K be the rings of algebraic integers of H K and K respectively. Let p be a prime such that 4p = u 2 + Dv 2 has integer solutions. Then, according to [11, Th. 5 .26] p splits completely in H K . Proposition 5.29 in [11] implies that (since t D generates H K ) T D (x) has a root modulo p if and only if p splits in H K and does not divide its discriminant ∆(T D ). But since
Galois, T D (x) has not only one root modulo p, but h distinct roots modulo p.
We will present now a method to retrieve a root modulo p of the Hilbert polynomial H D (x) from a root modulo p of the corresponding Ramanujan polynomial T D (x). Our aim is to find a transformation that maps a real root of the Ramanujan polynomial to a real root of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial. Then, we can reduce this transformation modulo a prime ideal of the ring of integers of the Hilbert class field. In this way we see that the same transformation will transfer a root of the Ramanujan polynomial modulo p to a root of the Hilbert polynomial modulo p. We know that if ℓ 0 = (1, 1, 
Taking Eq. (7) and all the above equations into consideration we can easily derive that
If we could prove that t(τ ℓ 0 ) = √ 3R 2 (τ ℓ 0 ) then it will immediately follow that t D = t(τ ℓ 0 ) and thus it is a root of the Ramanujan polynomial. We have that t(τ ℓ 0 ) = (ζ 
Finally, observe that √ 3 = ζ 6 72 − ζ 30 72 . Indeed, the value i √ 3 can be expressed as a difference of two primitive 3-roots of unity ζ 3 , ζ 2 3 since i = ζ 18 72 and ζ 3 = ζ 24 72 . Thus t(
Lemma 2 Suppose R T is a real root of a Ramanujan polynomial T D (x).
Then, the real number R H obtained from the equation
is a real root of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial H D (x).
Proof. Set R T = t D and R H = j(τ ℓ 0 ). Using Equations (4.4) and (4.5) from [5] it can be easily derived that h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ) − 27h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ) −1 = γ 2 (τ ℓ 0 ) + 6 where γ 3 2 (τ ℓ 0 ) = j(τ ℓ 0 ) and
Thus, j(τ ℓ 0 ) = (h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ) − 27h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ) −1 − 6) 3 which means that we now have to find the relation between t D and h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ). Substituting q with e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 in Eq. (9) we have that
and from Eq. (7) we derive that h(e 2πiτ ℓ 0 /3 ) = −27t
D which completes the proof of the lemma.
The final step is to reduce Eq. (8) modulo p. The elements R H , R T are not in Z but are elements of the ring of algebraic integers O H K of the Hilbert class field and can be reduced modulo an ideal P extending the ideal pZ of Z. But the ideal pZ splits completely, therefore the Galois extension O H K /P Z/pZ is the trivial one, and O H K /P is the field F p . The argument above proves that Eq. (8) holds not only for the real roots of the polynomials but also for their roots modulo p. The interested reader is referred to [11, 46, 47] for definitions on algebraic number theory not given here. Using Eq. (8), we can easily derive the modular polynomial Φ T (x, j) for Ramanujan polynomials. The polynomial will be equal to:
5 Precision Requirements for the Construction of the Polynomials
In this section we focus on the precision required for the construction of all previously mentioned polynomials. In order to compare them, we introduce the notion of logarithmic height for estimating the size of a polynomial. For a polynomial g(
The value H(g) is actually the bit-precision needed for performing all floating point computations in order to obtain the coefficients of the polynomial g(x). Starting from Hilbert polynomials, an estimation of their precision requirements in bits (and of their logarithmic height also) was given in [26] :
with the sum running over the same values of τ as the product in Eq. (4). A slightly different bound was given in [31] which is remarkably accurate:
It will be shown in the rest of the section that based on this estimation, we can derive estimations of the precision requirements of every class polynomial. Let f be a modular function, such that f (τ ) for some τ ∈ Q( √ −D) generates the Hilbert class field of Q( √ −D). The element f (τ ) is an algebraic integer, and let us denote by P f its minimal polynomial. For every modular function there is a polynomial Φ (called modular polynomial) such that Φ(f, j) = 0 where j is the modular function used in the construction of Hilbert polynomials. This polynomial equation is used (as we show in the previous section) in order to transform the roots of the minimal polynomial of a class invariant to the roots of the Hilbert polynomial. We have seen that in the cases of Weber, M D,l (x) and Ramanujan polynomials the degree in j of the modular polynomial is equal to 1 while for M D,p 1 ,p 2 (x) polynomials is at least 2. Asymptotically, one can estimate the ratio of the logarithmic height h(j(τ )) of the algebraic integer j(τ ) to the logarithmic height h(f (τ )) of the algebraic integer f (τ ) 2 . Namely,
where the limit is taken over all CM-points SL 2 (Z)τ ∈ H [20] . Concerning Weber polynomials, we can easily compute the values of r(f ) from Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). Thus, when D ≡ 0 (mod 3), r(f ) will be equal to 24 and when D ≡ 0 (mod 3), r(f ) will be equal to 8. A question that immediately arises is how Eq. (11) can be used for the estimation of the logarithmic height of the minimal polynomial P f . The following Lemma gives an answer to this question. 
If f (τ ) does not generate the Hilbert class field but an algebraic extension of it with extension degree m then
Proof. The proof is based on the following bounds[45, Th. 5.9]:
where h(a) is the logarithmic height of the algebraic integer a and k is the degree of its minimal polynomial P a . If f (τ ) generates the Hilbert class field then the degree of its minimal polynomial is equal to the degree of the corresponding Hilbert polynomial. Suppose that their degree is equal to k. Then, we have that
and −k + kh(j(τ )) ≤ H(P j ) ≤ k − 1 + kh(j(τ )).
Thus,
Taking the limit h(j(τ )) → ∞ we obtain that
In the case that f (τ ) generates an algebraic extension of the Hilbert class field, we similarly have that
2 Let K be a number field, α ∈ K be an algebraic number and MK be the set of absolute values on K. Following the notation of [45, VIII] , the absolute logarithmic height of an element α ∈ K is defined as h(α) = In conclusion, we showed that Ramanujan polynomials clearly outweight in every aspect all previously used class polynomials for all values of the discriminant D ≡ 3 mod 8 and therefore their use is particularly favored in the CM method for the generation of prime order ECs.
